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Abstract
Finding the nearest peer, in terms of latency, is an impor-
tant problem in many Internet applications. In this pa-
per, we argue that solutions that only examine inter-peer
latencies as part of their operation will find it infeasible,
in certain commonly occurring scenarios, to discover the
nearest peer in P2P systems. The difficulty arises out of
the way the last hop is typically laid out in the Internet,
where a single PoP (point of presence) belonging to an ISP
provides connectivity to numerous client networks. This
setup leads to a large number of peers being at about the
same latency from one another, which presents a serious
obstacle when a peer tries to discover another peer residing
in the same network as itself. We use large-scale measure-
ments over hosts in the Azureus P2P network and DNS
servers to show that this condition does occur in real set-
tings, and use simulations of the Meridian closest-server
algorithm to show that the condition does indeed lead to
difficulty in finding the exact-closest peer. We propose dif-
ferent possible approaches to address this issue, and show
using a preliminary evaluation that one of these is very
promising.
1 Introduction
In many peer-to-peer applications, it is beneficial for com-
municating peers to be close to each other. For example, in
online games with direct interaction between gamers, user
perceived experience closely depends on the latency be-
tween the interacting hosts. In first person shooter (FPS)
games, for instance, an increase of latency from 20 to
40 milliseconds noticeably degrades user-perceived per-
formance [1]. Many P2P games in fact only work with the
high bandwidths and low latencies seen over LANs, result-
ing for instance in websites devoted to organizing LAN
Parties (e.g., lanpartymap.com). In P2P file-sharing appli-
cations, file downloads are faster and more efficient when
peers are close to one another: downloads between peers
on the same campus network may be orders of magnitude
faster than between even nearby peers over the general In-
ternet.
The problem of discovering the closest peers in terms
of latency has been an active area of research in the re-
cent past, and a number of solutions have been proposed.
Example scalable approaches include: (i) Distance-based
sampling, where each peer places other peers it knows
into rings or balls of varying sizes, with closer peers
tracked more often than those farther away [2, 3], (ii) So-
lutions based on network-coordinates, where each peer
is given a coordinate indicating its “position” in the sys-
tem, such that the latency between any two peers can be
approximated by a function of their coordinates [4, 5].
(iii) Identifier-based sampling, where each peer has an
identifier, and tracks other peers with identifier-prefixes
matching its own [6, 7].
All of these approaches use the measured inter-peer la-
tencies to drive their operation. In spite of the disparity of
the approaches, they all share the following mechanism:
A search for the closest peer to a given peer starts off from
a random peer (or a set of random peers), selects among
the neighbors of those peers to find closer peers, recursing
until it discovers (ideally) the desired closest peer.
For this search process to work scalably and efficiently,
the following condition must hold: When a peer P1 is han-
dling the search for the nearest peer of peer P2, P1 should
be able to efficiently find a closer peer to P2 if one exists.
This paper argues that, while this condition may hold as
long as all peers are relatively far apart, they do not al-
ways hold at all points of the search when peers are very
close to each other. Specifically, the search may not ulti-
mately discover the closest peer if the closest peer happens
to be on the same campus network or extended LAN, and
therefore the distance to such a peer is measured in mi-
croseconds, not milliseconds.
The problem in this case arises out of the way the “last-
hop” Internet is laid out. Each ISP has some number of
PoPs (Points of Presence) that are used to provide Internet
access to its customers. Typically, for a given host to send
a packet to any other host not in the same local (campus
or LAN) network, the packet must first travel to the given
host’s PoP. This is often true even if the two hosts share
the same PoP and are geographically near each other. Es-
sentially, the last-hop topology resembles a star-network,
with the PoP as the star node.
As a result, all hosts that gain access through the same
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Figure 1: Typical connections from a PoP.
PoP and that are at about the same distance from the PoP
end up also being about the same distance from one an-
other. This detail makes it hard to distinguish between the
different peers connected to a PoP by looking at the inter-
peer latencies alone; various assumptions made by the dif-
ferent closest-peer algorithms, like the growth-constrained
assumption, doubling assumption, and low dimensional-
ity all fail to hold around the peers connected to a PoP.
This transforms the search into a brute-force probing of
the peers connected to the PoP, making it hard to scalably
discover the one other peer in the same campus network
from all the different peers connected to the same PoP.
This inability to find the nearest peer represents a sig-
nificant “opportunity cost”: Peers that share the same ex-
tended LAN have latencies an order of magnitude smaller,
and bandwidths an order of magnitude larger, than those
in different networks. The ability to discover peers in the
same extended LAN therefore translates to a similar order
of magnitude improvement in performance of the appli-
cation (e.g., gaming, P2P streaming, file-sharing), and in
many cases may make the difference between being able
to run a given application at all. Also, among applica-
tions like P2P streaming and file-sharing, significant sav-
ings in bandwidth costs are achieved if bulk data transmis-
sion happens between peers in the same network, rather
than across the network boundary.
The focus of this paper, then, is to try to better under-
stand this phenomenon and its implications for proxim-
ity systems. In Section 2, we provide a detailed expla-
nation of how the large number of relatively equidistant
peers served by a PoP poses a problem for closest-peer
finding algorithms. We then present large-scale latency
measurements over DNS-servers and real (Azureus) P2P
end-hosts to indicate that this condition does indeed hap-
pen to a non-negligible extent in real scenarios (Section 3).
We next use simulations of Meridian [3], a successful
nearest-server finding algorithm, to demonstrate the dif-
ficulty caused by the condition in finding the nearest peer
(Section 4). In Section 5, we suggest different possible ap-
proaches to tackle this issue: these approaches explicitly
or implicitly search for peers that are topologically close
to them. We conduct a brief evaluation of one of these
approaches and show that it is very likely to succeed in
real settings. We describe related work in Section 6, and
conclude in Section 7.
2 The Last-Hop Clustering Effect in
the Internet
The Internet “last hop” provides access to end-hosts: ISPs
deploy PoPs at well-populated areas, and run physical
connections from end-hosts or networks of end-hosts to
routers in nearby PoPs.
Figure 1 shows a typical graph of connections from the
PoP. We use the term end-network to denote a network of
end-hosts all in the same geographic location, e.g., LANs,
extended LANs, and campus and corporate networks. An
end-host’s local-network is the end-network that it resides
in. It is possible that end-hosts are not part of an end-
network; these would typically be hosts at homes (broad-
band / DSL / dial-up users). Looking at Figure 1, con-
nections funnel in from the end-hosts and end-networks,
possibly merging as they get closer to the PoP.
Suppose now that a message is sent from one of the end-
hosts served by the PoP to another. We assume here that if
the path from the message-source to the PoP and the path
from the message-destination to the PoP share a closer up-
stream router than the PoP, then the message would only
need to go up to the common router and then down to the
destination. If both the source and the destination are in
the same end-network, we assume that the message would
be routed entirely within the end-network and that the cor-
responding latency would be much smaller than if the mes-
sage had to traverse different end-networks. If the paths do
not share a closer router than the PoP, and the source and
destination hosts are in different end-networks, then the
message needs to go all the way up to the PoP and then
back to the destination. Measurements in Section 3.1 val-
idate these assumptions.
In the following text, we restrict our attention to those
end-networks where messages sent from a host in one end-
network to a host in another end-network need to traverse
the PoP, i.e., end-networks whose paths to the PoP share
no common routers. Within this set of end-networks, we
only consider those end-networks that are at about the
same latency from the PoP – for our purposes, we con-
sider two end-networks to be at about the same latency
from the PoP if the latencies are close enough to each
other that nearest-peer algorithms cannot reliably distin-
guish peers based on the difference between these laten-
cies. We call the set of hosts in this set of end-networks
the PoP’s cluster. Now, if the only way to distinguish be-
tween different hosts is based on the latencies to the hosts,
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the above construction results in the following properties:
(i) Any two hosts inside the cluster appear indistinguish-
able to any host outside the cluster, (ii) Similarly, any two
hosts, say A1 and B, that are inside the cluster, appear in-
distinguishable to any hostC that is also inside the cluster,
but outside the end-networks of A1 and B (see Figure 1).
Now say there is a P2P network that consists of a few
hosts from each of the end-networks in the cluster, and
that each newly joining peer wants to find its closest peer.
We assume that the closest-peer algorithm used here ini-
tiates a closest-peer query at a random peer when a new
peer enters the system. In line with previously proposed
solutions, we assume that the peer currently handling the
query selectively probes other peers it knows in order to
find a peer that is closer to the new peer. This is repeated
until the closest peer is found. We assume here that the
only information about a peer that the algorithm uses is its
latencies to other peers (or non-peer nodes), again in line
with previous solutions to this problem.
Assume now that peer A1 has already joined the P2P
system, and that peer A2 now enters the system (see Fig-
ure 1). The closest-peer query for A2 starts off from a
random host, progressively finding peers closer to A2, and
might eventually reach one of the peers (say C) inside the
cluster. Because C is virtually a randomly picked node
from the entire cluster, it is likely to be not in A1’s local
network. Ideally, the closest-peer query would eventually
reach A1, finding it (A1) as A2’s closest peer. But from
C’s point of view, all peers in the cluster (other than those
in C’s local network) appear identical to one another: For
instance, C cannot tell which of peers A1, D, and E, all
inside the cluster, is closer to A2. Measurements to nodes
outside the cluster are of no use here, since all peers inside
the cluster appear to be at the same latency from any node
outside the cluster. So the best C can do now is to hand off
the query to some other peer in the cluster, in the hope that
the other peer is closer to the target A2. The same holds
true for all the peers that handle the query from this point
on: The only “intelligence” each of these peers can em-
ploy in choosing the next peer is to forward the query to
a peer not in its own local cluster. Thus we conclude that
the query, if it does eventually reach A1, will have tra-
versed through, on average, a number of peers equal to the
number of end-networks in the cluster before it gets there.
This translates to a lower bound on the number of latency
“probes” performed as well: Since A2 is a new peer enter-
ing the network, for a peer to tell if it is the closest peer to
A2, it has to first measure its latency to A2. 1
In effect, there is a phase-transition in the performance
of the algorithm once the query enters the cluster. Prior to
entering the cluster, the algorithm might have made rapid
1The one exception to this is coordinate-systems, which do not need
explicit latency probes for each new latency estimate. We discuss
coordinate-systems in Section 2.2.
progress in finding closer and closer peers, but once it en-
ters the cluster, it is stuck trying to probe peers in the dif-
ferent end-networks in a brute-force manner. This means
that when the number of end-networks in the cluster is
large, finding the closest peer in the same end-network
might be infeasible, since it requires a brute-force search
through the different end-networks.
2.1 The Clustering Condition
The above line of reasoning is unchanged if we replace the
PoP by any set of nearby routers (with negligible latencies
between one another). This is important from the point of
view of measurement, since accurately identifying a PoP
is a hard problem. So the requirements for a cluster as
described above are as follows:
1. The cluster is made of a large number of peers in dif-
ferent end-networks.
2. Any message sent over the Internet from a peer in
one end-network of the cluster to a peer in another
end-network of the cluster passes through at least one
router that is part of the cluster-hub, a set of close-by
routers.
3. All end-networks in the cluster are at about the same
latency from the cluster-hub. Again, by “about the
same latency”, we mean that the latencies are close
enough that the nearest-peer algorithm being used
cannot reliably use the differences in these latencies
to tell apart the different peers. How close enough
they need to be depends on the particular algorithm
being used.
We denote this the clustering condition. If a set of peers
satisfies the clustering condition, it will be hard to find
the closest peers to peers in the cluster. Measurements
presented later in the paper, in Section 3, indicates that the
clustering condition does occur in real settings with non-
negligible probability.
2.2 Common Assumptions Behind Nearest-
Peer Algorithms
Many of the previously proposed nearest-peer algorithms
make assumptions about the inter-peer latency distribu-
tion, allowing them to be need only a provably small num-
ber of latency measurements. We now examine a few such
commonly used assumptions, and illustrate how they fail
to hold under the clustering condition.
Growth Constrained Metrics: The space in which the
peers are located is said to be growth-constrained if the
following condition holds: Given any peer P, and latency
l, the number of all the peers within latency 2l from P is
not significantly larger than the number of all the peers
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within latency l from P [2]. In other words, if one were to
draw a plot that has latency from peer P as the x-axis and
the number of peers at the corresponding latency as the
y-axis, the growth-constrained assumption stipulates that
this curve cannot have sudden spurts. When the nearest
peer to peer P is to be found, one can start from a random
peer and zero in on the closest peer by repeatedly probing
neighbors and progressively finding closer peers. Progress
is ensured by the growth-constrained assumption, as at any
point in the search, each peer is assured of having enough
neighboring peers that are closer to the target peer than
itself. Karger-Ruhl’s algorithm [2], and Tapestry [6] are
among the nearest-peer algorithms that make the growth-
constrained assumption.
Under the clustering condition, however, the space
around the cluster does not conform to the growth-
constrained assumption: Given a peer P inside an end-
network in the cluster, we see that there is a small number
of peers at very small latencies from P, and an empty space
not occupied by any peers for a significant distance. This
is immediately followed by a well-populated region con-
taining other peers in the cluster. If the other peers in the
cluster are between latencies l and l + δ from peer P, and
δ ≤ l, the number of peers that are within latency 2l from
P is significantly larger than those within latency l, thus
violating the growth-constrained assumption.
Doubling Assumption: A set of peers is said to be cov-
ered by a ball of radius r if the latency between any two
peers in the set is less than or equal to 2r. Under the dou-
bling assumption, any set of peers covered by a ball of
radius r can be covered by a small number of balls of ra-
dius r
2
. The doubling assumption is more general than
the growth-constrained assumption: A space that satisfies
the growth-constrained assumption also satisfies the dou-
bling assumption [8]. The doubling assumption suggests
the following approach to find the nearest peer: Say peer B
wants to find the nearest peer to peer A. If both A and B are
covered by a ball ballAB, there should be a small number
of smaller balls that cover the set covered by ballAB. If
B now can find some peer inside the smaller ball that cov-
ers A, progress is achieved. The Meridian nearest server
algorithm [3] makes the doubling assumption.
The doubling assumption also fails under the cluster-
ing condition. Consider the smallest ball that covers all
the peers in a cluster: The radius of this ball is the same
as the latency of the different peers to the common up-
stream router(s). Any ball of half this radius would cover
only those peers in a single end-network. Thus the number
of smaller balls required to cover the larger ball is on the
order of the large number of end-networks in the cluster,
thereby violating the doubling assumption.
Low Dimensionality: Under this assumption, the
latency-space can be embedded with very little error into a
low-dimension space, usually Euclidean. Peers then have
coordinates assigned to them, and latencies between any
two peers can be estimated using the coordinates without
having to resort to active measurements between the two
peers. Example approaches here include Mithos [4] and
PIC [5]. However, where the clustering condition holds,
the latency-space around the cluster has high dimensions:
the number of dimensions is on the order of the number of
end-networks in the cluster.
2.3 Behavior of Sample Nearest-Peer Algo-
rithms Under the Clustering Condition
We now examine how a few specific nearest-peer find-
ing algorithms would fare under the clustering condition:
Meridian [3] is an algorithm designed to find the closest
node from among several nodes (e.g., servers) to a given
target (e.g., a client that wants to find the closest server
from a set of servers). Meridian builds an overlay of the
participant nodes, with each node organizing other nodes
into rings of different radii: Other nodes close to a given
node will occupy the nearer rings of the given node, and
vice-versa. Each ring can have up to a maximum number
of nodes. Members of a ring are also chosen so that they
have a high hypervolume. In order to find the closest node
to a given target, Meridian initiates a query starting from
a random node. The node currently processing the query
measures its latency to the target, and asks the nodes in its
rings that it knows are at about the same latency to itself
to measure their latencies to the target. The query is then
forwarded to the node with the minimum distance to the
target. The query terminates when the current node can
find no closer node to the target than itself. When the un-
derlying latency space satisfies the doubling assumption,
the fact that the members of a ring have high hypervolume
and thus are far apart from one another helps Meridian ef-
ficiently pick a closer node to the target.
To use Meridian to find the closest peer to a given peer,
we would just have to run a Meridian query with the given
peer as the target. Under the clustering conditions de-
scribed above, the query would eventually reach one of
the peers, say peer P in the cluster. Since almost all of the
other peers (barring those in P’s end-network) are at the
same latency to P as P is to the target peer, the set of peers
next asked to measure their latencies to the target is prac-
tically just a randomly chosen set from the entire cluster.
The hypervolume maximization does not help here, since
this space does not satisfy the doubling assumption: Any
set of randomly chosen peers from the cluster has about
the same hypervolume, so almost all peers in the cluster
would be equally good (or bad) choices as ring members.
Thus the only way the query would reach the correct end-
network is by random chance. Accordingly, the query will
terminate quickly, and likely not in the same end-network
as the target.
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The PIC [5] algorithm assigns each peer a multi-
dimensional Euclidean coordinate that approximates its
“position” in the latency-space. In order for a peer to find
its closest peer, it first computes its (rough) coordinates,
and then launches multiple greedy walks aimed at finding
closer peers: At each hop of the walk, the walk chooses
the closest neighbor as predicted by the respective coor-
dinates as the next hop 2. However, under the clustering
condition, to assign coordinates to each peer without error
would need an impractically huge number of dimensions.
With a small number of dimensions, all peers within a
cluster would end up having almost the same coordinates,
thus making it impossible to tell them apart, and ensuring
the search for the nearest peer most likely does not reach
the target end-network.
3 Clustering Condition in the Inter-
net
In this section, we verify that the clustering condition oc-
curs among real peers in the Internet, and in so doing, val-
idate assumptions made in the previous section. To in-
vestigate the existence of the clustering condition, we use
a large set of IP addresses of peers in the Azureus P2P
network, taken from Ledlie et al’s study [9, 10]. We run
traceroute from multiple geographically distributed van-
tage points to identify clusters of peers and their cluster-
hubs. To directly check that messages sent from one peer
in the cluster to another traverses the cluster-hub, however,
we would need to have control over the peers. Since this
is not the case, we instead use an alternate measurement
setup using recursive DNS servers to show this property.
We use the King technique [11] to measure the latency
between pairs of DNS servers in a cluster, and compare
this latency with the sum of latencies from the respec-
tive DNS servers to the cluster-hub. We use experiments
over the DNS servers to also verify the important assump-
tion that latencies within end-networks are significantly
smaller than latencies across different end-networks.
We present our DNS server latency measurements next,
in Section 3.1, and then present the clustering results over
Azureus peers in Section 3.2.
3.1 Latency Measurement Results over
DNS servers
We first look at the question of how well predicted laten-
cies between close-by DNS servers match the actual laten-
cies between them. We use a set of about 22,000 recursive
2PIC also has a variant where the new peer’s coordinates are repeat-
edly recomputed at each step of the greedy walks, but our argument holds
equally well for the variant
Figure 2: A sample tree of traceroutes from the measuring
host. For clarity, routes are shown to be smaller than they
typically are.
DNS servers, taken from Ballani et al’s study [12], as the
basis for the measurements.
We use the rockettrace utility [13], an extension of
traceroute, in the measurement here. In addition to re-
porting the names and IP addresses of routers on the way
to the destination, rockettrace also annotates router names
with the router’s owning AS (autonomous system) and city
where the router is located. We assume that routers anno-
tated with the same AS and city reside in the same ISP
PoP. We run rockettrace from a single measurement host
to each DNS server, and map each DNS server to its clos-
est upstream PoP on the trace, as given by rockettrace.
Thus, for each PoP, we are able to get the cluster of DNS
servers that have the PoP as their closest upstream PoP. We
then randomly pick pairs of DNS servers from each clus-
ter, such that each DNS server appears in about 4 pairs. We
measure the latency between the servers in the pair using
the King technique [11]. King first measures the latency
from the measurement host (the host that King is being
executed on) to one of the recursive name-servers in the
pair. It then sends this recursive name-server a recursive
name-query for a name that the second name-server is an
authoritative name server for, so the query is forwarded to
the second name-server. King is thus able to estimate the
latency between the two name-servers.
We predict the latency between two DNS servers in a
cluster in the following manner (also see Figure 2): (i) If
the rockettrace paths to the two servers share a closer
router than the PoP to the servers (i.e., a router that is fur-
ther downstream to the DNS servers than the PoP), then
we predict that messages sent between the two servers
to traverse up until the closest common router, and then
back down to the destination. Accordingly, the predicted
latency between the two routers is the sum of the laten-
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cies from the DNS servers to the common router. We get
these latter latencies using the ping tool, by subtracting
latency to the closest common router from the latencies
to the DNS servers. (ii) If the rockettrace paths share no
closer router than the PoP, we predict that the latency be-
tween the two servers is the sum of the latencies from the
servers to the PoP. The reasoning here is that routers in a
PoP are quite close together, and should have negligible
latencies between one another. We again measure laten-
cies from the DNS servers to the PoP using the ping tool.
Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the pre-
diction measure, which we define as the ratio of the pre-
dicted latency to the measured latency between a pair of
DNS servers. The closer this figure is to 1, the better the
accuracy of prediction is. The plot does not include pairs
made of DNS servers from the same domain: Such servers
are highly likely to be authoritative name-servers for the
same names, so the recursive queries used by King may
not be forwarded to the second name-server, making King
unusable in this scenario. We also discard entries where
the computed latencies between a DNS server and the rel-
evant router or PoP turned out to be negative (as a result of
the subtraction of the latency to the router from the latency
to the DNS server). Finally, we exclude pairs where the
DNS servers are more than 10 hops away from their clos-
est common upstream PoP or common router, and pairs
where the predicted latency between the DNS servers is
more than 100 ms. This is because DNS servers that are
farther away will probably have alternate shorter paths be-
tween them. After these eliminations, we have a residual
set of 18019 DNS server pairs, and Figure 3 shows that
about 11700 of these, i.e., about 65% of the tested pairs,
have prediction measure between the range of 0.5 and 2.
Figure 4 shows the prediction measure (median, and
percentile values) as a function of the predicted distance
between the pairs. The plot is essentially a scatter-plot of
the prediction measure versus the predicted latency, but
where (for ease of understanding) we group sample points
from nearby predicted latencies into a single bin with a
representative predicted latency value, and where we dis-
play the median and percentiles of the prediction measure
for the sample points that fall in the respective bin.
There is a definite trend visible in the plot that indicates
that the prediction measure increases with the predicted
latency. In other words, as the predicted latency increases,
the measured latency decreases in comparison to the pre-
dicted latency. We believe this trend arises because of two
reasons: At low latencies, the lag involved at the DNS
servers executing the King measurements is likely to con-
stitute a non-negligible part of the measured latency, thus
leading to an artificial increase in the measured latency.
On the other hand, at large latencies, it gets more likely
that there are alternate paths between the DNS servers that
do not traverse the common upstream router, thereby de-
creasing the measured latency and increasing the predic-
tion measure. Also, DNS servers in general are more well-
connected than normal end-hosts, so can be expected to
have more alternate paths at large latencies.
In the argument outlined in the previous section, we
had assumed that latencies between two nodes in an end-
network were significantly smaller than latencies between
nodes that are in the same cluster but in different end-
networks. We now verify this assumption. To obtain sets
of nodes that are more likely to be in the same end-network
than other nodes, we assemble pairs of DNS servers shar-
ing the same domain name. Figure 5 compares the intra-
domain latency distribution among these pairs with the la-
tency distribution among pairs of DNS servers in differ-
ent domains. We obtain the two intra-domain curves in
the figure by restricting the maximum number of hops be-
tween the DNS servers and the closest common upstream
PoP or router to, respectively, 5 and 10. We similarly re-
strict the maximum number of hops in the inter-domain
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case to 10, since we want to retain only those pairs in the
same cluster. We use the predicted latencies to compute
the intra-domain latency distribution, since King cannot
be used here, as described earlier. We plot both the pre-
dicted and King-measured latencies for the inter-domain
DNS server pairs.3
The figure shows that the intra-domain latencies are
indeed much smaller (by about an order of magnitude)
than the inter-domain latencies, confirming our assump-
tion. Also, pruning the maximum number of hops from
10 to 5 results in only a modest reduction in the laten-
cies, mainly because very few DNS servers in the intra-
domain pairs are farther than 5 hops from their common
upstream router. We note here that our method of com-
piling the intra-domain DNS server pairs is only an ap-
proximation of hosts in the same end-network; we noticed
cases where the DNS servers in a pair were located in dif-
ferent geographic locations. We therefore expect hosts in
the same end-network to have even smaller latencies than
those shown in this plot.
A final aspect noticeable from the plot is that the inter-
domain predicted latency distribution matches the mea-
sured latency distribution reasonably well.
Overall, the results in this section show that latencies
between hosts in the same end-network are significantly
smaller than that between hosts in different networks. The
prediction results, while considerably accurate, are admit-
tedly not as decisive: A non-negligible portion of the pre-
dicted distances (35%) lie outside the range of 0.5 to 2.
There are factors in addition to those mentioned earlier
that possibly lead to errors in the measured data: Firstly,
measurements over the Internet are inherently prone to
noise, so cannot be expected to give consistently accurate
results. Also, rockettrace’s method of annotating routers
3There are about 500 DNS server pairs in the intra-domain distribu-
tion, and about 26000 pairs in the inter-domain latency distribution.
Vantage Point Location
planetlab02.cs.washington.edu Washington, USA
planetlab3.ucsd.edu California, USA
planetlab5.cs.cornell.edu New York, USA
planetlab2.acis.ufl.edu Florida, USA
neu1.6planetlab.edu.cn Shenyang, China
planetlab2.iii.u-tokyo.ac.jp Tokyo, Japan
planetlab2.xeno.cl.cam.ac.uk Cambridge, England
Table 1: The set of Planetlab [14] nodes used as vantage
points
with information about the router’s AS and geographical
information is based on the name of the router; if the name
is mis-configured, this leads to erroneous results. In view
of these mitigating factors, we believe that while the re-
sults are noisy, they do indicate that most of the nodes in
a cluster do need to traverse the closest common router in
order to communicate with one another.
We extend this finding to peers that are end-hosts (and
not servers) as well: We actually would expect better pre-
diction accuracies with peers than with DNS servers, ow-
ing to the fact that servers are likely to have more alternate
connections between them.
3.2 Measurement over Azureus Client IP
Addresses
We now examine the occurrence of the clustering prop-
erty in the Azureus P2P network, using a set of 156,658
Azureus IP addresses collected by Ledlie et al [9, 10]. The
basic method is as follows: We track each peer’s clos-
est upstream router using traceroutes from multiple van-
tage points spread across the globe, produce clusters of
peers that all have the same upstream router, identify the
common upstream router as the cluster-hubs, measure la-
tencies between the cluster-hub and the peers within each
cluster, and further prune down the clusters to ensure all
cluster peers have similar latencies to the cluster-hub.
The closest upstream router of a peer, as seen from a
particular vantage point, is the last router seen on the trace
from the vantage point to the peer. 4 We retain only those
peers that have the same upstream router as seen from all
the vantage points.
We group peers with the same upstream router into clus-
ters. Table 1 shows the set of vantage points used. The
fact that these are well-distributed across the globe, and
the DNS-server measurement results from Section 3.1 in-
dicate that the common upstream router is on the route
between any two peers in the cluster. We thus choose the
common upstream router as the cluster-hub.
4We consider only valid routers here. E.g., if none of the entries in
the penultimate hop of a traceroute are valid, we go up to the next hop(s)
to get the closest upstream router.
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To measure the distribution of latencies from the
cluster-hub of the clusters of peers to each of the peers
in the cluster, we should be able to first measure the laten-
cies to the peers themselves. But ping and traceroute, the
usual tools of choice, mostly fail here: Most peers do not
respond to either ping or traceroute with valid latencies.
Since the peers here are Azureus clients that communicate
over TCP and use a well-known port (6881), we instead
measure the latency to a peer as the time it takes to com-
plete a TCP ‘connect’ to the port at the peer; we call this
the “TCP-ping”. Out of the 156,658 total IP addresses
in the original list, only 5904 remained that responded to
the TCP pings or traceroutes and had a unique upstream
router as seen from all the vantage points. We group these
peers into clusters and find the latency distribution within
each cluster: We launch TCP pings from the same vantage
points as seen above to get latencies to the peers. And
we use the appropriate entry from the traceroute output as
the latency to the cluster-hub, and subtract this from the
latencies to the peers to compute the latencies from the
cluster-hub to the peers in each cluster.
With the above formation of clusters, it is possible that
the hub-to-peer latencies might vary widely within the
cluster. So we further pare down the clusters, ensuring
that within each cluster, the hub-to-peer latencies are all
within a factor of 1.5 from one another. The exact extent
of similarity in hub-to-peer latencies that leads the cluster-
peers to be indistinguishable in the eyes of a nearest-peer
algorithm of course depends on the particular algorithm
itself; we use the factor of 1.5 here as an approximation of
this.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution of cluster
sizes, both before and after the pruning step described
above. About 16% of the peers are in (pruned) clusters
of size 25 or larger. As a sample of the inter-peer latency
distribution within clusters, Figure 7 shows the distribu-
tion of latencies from the cluster-hub to the peers in the
cluster for the largest 5 pruned clusters. The latency dis-
tribution shown here indicates that most peers in the dis-
played clusters are in different end-networks. These re-
sults show that even the small sample of 5904 peers has
a non-negligible fraction of the population in clusters that
satisfy the clustering condition: they have peers spanning
reasonably large numbers of end-networks, and have all
peers at similar latencies from one another. Thus new
peers sharing end-networks with peers in the cluster will
find it hard to discover their closest peers.
We note here that the measurements presented in this
section are not (and are not intended to be) an accurate
quantitative evaluation of the exact extent of occurrence of
the clustering condition – indeed it is almost impossible to
do this, without explicit co-operation from the participant
peers. Instead, these results should be taken as an indicator
that the clustering condition does exist to a non-negligible
degree, and that designers of latency-sensitive applications
need to keep this in mind.
4 Meridian Simulations under the
Clustering Condition
Earlier, in Section 2, we argued analytically that the dif-
ferent nearest-peer algorithms would find it difficult under
the clustering condition to find exact-closest peers. We
now use simulations of the Meridian algorithm to help ver-
ify this argument. We use the Meridian simulator used in
the Meridian paper [3] for the simulations.
To simulate the clustering condition in the inter-peer la-
tency matrix, we create clusters of end-networks that in
turn contain peers. Each end-network in a cluster is at
a given latency from the cluster-hub of the cluster: the
closer these latencies are to one another, the more the
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cluster conforms to the clustering condition. Within each
cluster, we set the mean latency between the cluster-hub
and the end-networks in the cluster to be uniformly dis-
tributed between 4 ms and 6 ms. We use a parameter
δ that quantifies the variation of latencies within a clus-
ter – the latency of each end-network to its cluster-hub is
uniformly distributed between (1 − δ) and (1 + δ) times
the mean latency between the cluster-hub and the end-
networks in the cluster. We use the Meridian DNS-server
latency dataset [3, 15] to simulate latencies between the
cluster-hubs: each cluster-hub is represented by a ran-
domly picked DNS server from the dataset. DNS-server
pairs in the Meridian dataset have a median latency of
around 65 ms.
All end-networks in our simulation contain two peers
each. Peers that are both in the same end-network have
a latency of 100 µs between them, and identical latencies
to all other peers. Two peers in different end-networks
have an inter-peer latency equal to the latency between the
end-networks that contain them, computed according to
the latency assignment in the previous paragraph (where
the path starts from one peer, goes up to its cluster-hub,
across to the cluster-hub of the second peer, and down to
the second peer).
The above assignment satisfies the expected grada-
tion of latencies: latencies within an end-network are
more than a magnitude smaller than latencies across end-
networks, and latencies within a cluster are smaller than
latencies across clusters. We are interested here in iden-
tifying recognizable trends that Meridian exhibits with
changing clustering properties.
The above setup is used to build inter-peer latency ma-
trices with about 2500 peers, out of which about 2400 ran-
domly picked peers are picked to build a Meridian over-
lay. The 100 remaining peers are used as target nodes,
where Meridian tries to find the closest peer in the overlay
to chosen target nodes. In each simulation, 5000 Merid-
ian closest-neighbor queries are launched to find the clos-
est peer to randomly chosen target nodes. Note that the
target nodes themselves do not join the Meridian over-
lay, thereby letting reuse of the same target multiple times.
Also, since the target nodes are picked randomly from the
original set of peers, it is very likely that the target shares
the same end-network as some other peer in the overlay,
and this peer would be the closest peer in the overlay to
the target.
We ran all of the Meridian simulations with the Merid-
ian parameter β set to 0.5, and the number of neighbors
per ring set to 16, as in the Meridian paper. 5 All the num-
bers presented in this section are the results of three sep-
arate simulations, each using a different inter-peer latency
5The β parameter in Meridian controls the trade-off between the
number of messages sent as part of a Meridian query resolution and the
accuracy of the result of the query.
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Figure 8: Meridian success rates in finding (i) the absolute
closest peer, and (ii) some peer in the same cluster as the
target node.
dataset.
We first look at the changing performance of Meridian
with the change in the number of peers in the cluster. Fig-
ure 8 shows, as a function of the average number of end-
networks in a cluster, the proportion of times Meridian is
able to find the correct closest peer and the proportion of
times it is able to find a peer in the correct cluster as the
closest peer. 6 The correct cluster here is the cluster that
contains the target node. We set δ to 0.2 in these simula-
tions. The accuracy of Meridian’s choice of closest peer
initially improves with an increase in cluster-size, but falls
off at larger sizes, while the probability of finding some
peer in the correct cluster uniformly improves with cluster
size. The reason for the latter behavior is that with larger
cluster sizes, there are more peers from the correct cluster,
improving their chance of being discovered by the Merid-
ian queries. At the lower end of the spectrum of cluster-
sizes, the accuracy of Meridian’s choice of the closest peer
also improves with an increase in cluster-size, owing to
an increased probability that the query enters the correct
cluster in the first place. But beyond a certain point (at
x=25 in the plot), the increased likelihood of finding the
correct cluster is more than outweighed by the phase tran-
sition caused by the emergence of the clustering condition:
There is less and less chance that random probing among
peers inside the cluster leads the query to the correct end-
network. This result shows that the probability of finding
the correct closest peer indeed deteriorates when the clus-
tering condition occurs.
We next examine the effect of variations in intra-cluster
latencies on the accuracy of Meridian. The parameter δ
described above captures this variation. We run Merid-
ian simulations over a range of different values of δ, start-
6The plotted values are the median, minimum and maximum values
across the three simulation runs.
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ing from δ = 0, with no variation in intra-cluster laten-
cies, to δ = 1, where latencies from a peer to its cluster-
hub could range anywhere between 0 and twice the aver-
age hub-to-peer latency for the cluster. Note here that the
larger δ is, the less the network conforms to the clustering
condition. We run the simulations with an average 125
end-networks in each cluster. Figure 9 shows the results.
With an increase in δ, there is a significant improvement
in Meridian’s accuracy in finding the closest peer. This
is a direct result of the clustering condition holding for
smaller values of δ, and its weakening at larger values of
δ. For larger values of δ, the cluster could effectively be
split into smaller clusters, where within each cluster, there
is a much smaller variation in the intra-cluster latencies.
With smaller clusters, there is a greater likelihood of ran-
dom probing succeeding, thus leading to better accuracy
in finding the nearest peer.
Figure 9 also shows the average latency from the
cluster-hub to the peer found by Meridian, not counting
those cases where Meridian actually found the correct
closest peer. The latency decreases with an increase in
δ. This is because for higher values of δ, there would be
peers that are closer to the cluster-hub (by construction).
Peers that are closer to the cluster-hub are also closer to
all other peers in the cluster, so Meridian, by design, pref-
erentially picks such peers over others. A side-effect of
this is that peers closer to the cluster-hub end up being se-
lected more often than others, increasing the load placed
on them. This raises an interesting but hard-to-answer
question: Given that it is hard at times to find the closest
peer in the same end-network, should we aim to find the
closest peer that can be found, keeping in mind that doing
so would end up overloading a few peers? An alternative
formulation would be one that encourages the discovery
of another peer in the same end-network, but relaxes the
constraints if such a peer cannot be found.
Backing up however, we note that the Meridian simula-
tion results verify our earlier argument: It is hard to find
the closest peer in clusters where the clusters have a large
number of end-networks and the end-networks are all at
about the same latencies to the respective cluster-hubs.
5 Mechanisms to Handle Clustering
Effect
The previous sections argued how it would be hard to find
the exact-closest peer in large P2P systems by examining
inter-peer latencies alone. We next outline three basic ap-
proaches that try to solve the problem by incorporating
additional information while finding the nearest peer. At
the end of the section, we give a preliminary evaluation of
the easiest to deploy of these approaches.
The first approach consists of a simple expanding search
within each end-network using IP multicast; this search is
aimed at finding other peers in the end-network. This tech-
nique has been suggested in previous work (e.g., to help
find the nearest server [16], and to find existing peers in
a P2P system to help bootstrap a new peer [17]). This
approach however assumes that IP multicast is enabled
within each end-network and that messages multicast from
one host inside the end-network is capable of reaching any
other host in the end-network; the latter assumption may
often be invalid in large end-networks that are themselves
composed of multiple LANs or VLANs.
The second approach uses a central server inside each
end-network that tracks all peers inside the end-network
that are currently in the P2P system. This server could
conceivably be used to track membership in multiple P2P
systems. The concern with this approach, aside from
the obvious one regarding its centralized nature, is that
it needs a sufficiently large number of peers within each
end-network to justify the setup of the membership track-
ing server.
The third approach needs no explicit support from the
network and can be implemented in a completely decen-
tralized fashion. This approach uses hints to the actual lo-
cation of a newly entering peer to help find its closest peer.
The two hints we consider here are (i) The new peer’s IP
address, and (ii) The peer’s Upstream Connectivity List
(UCL), i.e., the list of routers that are at a fixed number of
hops (say 5) or closer from the peer, where peers would
determine their UCLs by running traceroutes to a few dif-
ferent locations in the Internet. The intuition here is that
two peers that have matching IP address prefixes or similar
UCLs are likely to be close to each other.
We note that IP address prefixes and upstream routers
have both been suggested as hints to proximity in pre-
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vious work. CoralCDN [18] uses upstream routers to
map clients to nearby servers, and to find latency-sensitive
paths in an overlay. Freedman et al [19] note that IP ad-
dresses that share the same prefix are more likely to be
in the same geographic location, and OASIS [20] uses IP
address prefixes to again map clients to nearby servers.
In this paper however, we propose the use of UCLs and
IP prefixes specifically to find the nearest peer, especially
where the nearest peers share the same extended LAN.
The third approach requires a key-value mapping infras-
tructure to help peers find other peers with similar IP ad-
dresses or UCLs. In the UCL-based heuristic, a mapping
is created for each upstream router and peers that have the
router in their UCLs: the key here is the IP address of the
upstream router, and the value the IP addresses of the peers
that have the router in their UCLs. When a new peer enters
the system, it obtains its UCL, and uses the key-value map
to retrieve IP addresses of all peers that it shares upstream
routers with. The new peer can now actively probe the re-
trieved addresses to find the closest among them. The new
peer inserts its own mapping once it joins the system. This
approach ensures that peers that share a close upstream
router would be able to find one another, provided that the
IP address of the router is visible to the peers.
The IP-prefix based approach is similar to the above,
except for the fact that the key used to store the mapping
is a fixed-length prefix (e.g., the /24 prefix) of the peer’s
IP address.
The participant peers can themselves host the key-value
maps required above, using one of several distributed hash
table (DHT) designs available (Chord [21], CAN [22],
Pastry [17], etc.). Many DHTs assume that keys are uni-
formly distributed, which may not be the case with IP ad-
dresses. In such scenarios, the IP addresses can be hashed
to compute the keys to use in the system.
The hints used in the third approach, namely the UCL
and the IP prefix, also have an additional (related) ap-
plication beyond finding the nearest peer: They may be
used in proximity-address based systems like Vivaldi and
PIC [23, 5]. In these cases, the UCL (or the IP prefix)
is added as an extension of the otherwise latency-based
proximity address. When comparing two such composite
addresses, if the UCL indicates that the nodes share an up-
stream router, then the nodes are considered to be close
together and the proximity address may be ignored. If the
two nodes do not share an upstream router, then the UCL
is ignored.
Note that the three approaches listed above would be
used in conjunction with existing near-peer finding algo-
rithms (and with one another) to obtain maximum accu-
racy in finding the nearest peer. The third approach (based
on UCL or IP-prefix) however has the advantage of being
able to be deployed in a decentralized fashion, and without
need for extra network support.
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inter-peer latency, for the UCL-based approach. The num-
ber of routers to be tracked in order to discover peers that
are at a given latency range is equal to half the correspond-
ing hop-length value.
We now give preliminary evaluations of both the UCL
and IP-prefix based heuristics, using the Azureus peer-set
from earlier (Section 3.2, [9, 10]). Our aim here is to in-
vestigate whether the heuristics are successful in finding
nearby peers, and what the associated overheads are. We
assume a perfect key-value map here for both approaches.
From the original peer-set, we retain the 22,796 peers
that responded with a valid latency to either a TCP ping
or a traceroute. We track the latencies along traceroutes
from the Planetlab vantage points to the different peers to
get an approximate adjacency matrix: the matrix includes
the Azureus peers and the routers along the traceroutes
that responded with valid latencies, and tracks the laten-
cies between the different routers and those between the
routers and the Azureus peers. We run the Dijkstra algo-
rithm over this adjacency matrix to obtain a set of closest
peers for each peer, and show results for peer-pairs that are
closer than 10 ms to each other.
We present results for the UCL approach in Figure 10:
it plots the router hop-lengths between close peer-pairs
against the latencies between them. This plot is a “binned”
scatter-plot of inter-peer hop-lengths versus inter-peer la-
tencies, where sample points from nearby latencies are
grouped into a single bin (similar to Figure 4). Note here
that if all peers tracked upstream routers n hops away from
them, they would be able to discover all peers 2n hops
away, via the key-value map. So the fact that the bin at 3.9
ms has a median hop-length of 4 means that, in the median
case, peers that make up the pairs in this bin would be able
to discover each other (i.e., the other peers in the pairs) if
each peer tracks its 2 closest upstream routers.
The figure shows that the UCL-based approach is in-
deed promising. The inter-peer hop-length grows with
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inter-peer latencies, implying that if the goal is to discover
only very close peers, it can be achieved by having peers
track only a modest number of routers: To discover peers
closer than 5 ms, peers need to track 3 upstream routers
each for a 50% success rate (the median case) and about 6
routers each for a 75% success rate. So this approach can
be expected to perform very well when the closest peer
is indeed very close-by in the general case. This also in-
cludes cases where the closest peer is in the same end-
network.
On the other hand, the growing hop-length with latency
has negative implications for this approach if the closest
peer happens to be significantly farther away, and the goal
is to still discover that closest peer. In such scenarios,
we suggest coupling the above approach with traditional
nearest-peer algorithms.
Figure 11 shows results for the IP-prefix based heuristic.
It shows the median false-positive and false-negative rates
incurred by the approach as a function of different prefix-
lengths. For each peer, we compute the false-positive rate
as the ratio of the number of peers that share the same IP
prefix as the given peer, but are more than 10 ms away
from the peer, to the total number of peers that are more
than 10 ms away from the peer. Similarly, the false-
negative rate is the ratio of the number of peers with a dif-
ferent IP prefix, but are closer than 10 ms to the peer, to the
total number of peers that are closer than 10 ms to the peer.
We again estimate the latency between peers as the latency
along the shortest path in the traceroute-generated graph.
The population-size here, i.e., the number of peers that are
within 10 ms to at least one other peer, is about 2400. It is
desirable of course that both the false-positive and false-
negative rates are low: If the false-positive rate is high, a
lot of effort is expended in further probing the nodes re-
turned by the heuristic to actually find the few nodes that
are close-by. Similarly, if the false-negative rate is high, a
large proportion of the peers that are actually close-by are
never found.
Figure 11 shows, as expected, that the false-positive rate
falls with more fine-grained (longer) prefixes, whereas the
false-negative rate increases with longer prefixes. Unfor-
tunately, there is no clear “sweet-spot” here: With a prefix-
length of 14 bits or shorter, the false-positive rate is greater
than 0.1, so at least about 250 peers need to be further
probed to identify those peers that are actually close. And
with larger prefix-lengths, more and more close-by peers
are ignored.
The UCL-based approach, on the other hand, is not vul-
nerable to the above false-positive problem: In the map-
ping of upstream routers to end-host IP addresses, we
could also embed information about the latency between
the routers and the end-hosts. Two peers that share up-
stream routers can now form a rough estimate of their
latency to each other as the sum of their latencies to the
closest common router. Thus peers can discard, without
further probing, other peers that are estimated to be too far
away.
Since we do not control the end-hosts used in the mea-
surements here, we are unable to empirically observe oc-
currences of false-negatives with the UCL approach. In
practice, this will depend on the completeness of the UCL
map that peers can generate: the more complete the maps
are, the less is the possibility of false-negatives.
6 Related Work
The scheme by Karger-Ruhl [2] and Meridian [3] are what
could be called Distance-based sampling schemes. Each
peer here picks neighbors based on its distances to them:
the concentration of neighbors is high at small latencies,
and drops off at larger latencies. When peer P is han-
dling a request to find the nearest peer to another peer N,
P would forward the request to a set of neighbors at dis-
tances that are a function of the distance between P and
N. Intuitively, if the request is forwarded to those neigh-
bors that are at about the same distance as P is to N, then
by random chance, one of them is likely to be closer to N
than P is.
In Tapestry [6], peers arrange neighbors in different
“levels”, with exponentially fewer choices for neighbors
as the level increases. The idea is to pick, in each level, a
fixed number of neighbors that are closest to the peer from
among the available choices for the level. The levels are
built up iteratively, starting from the highest level, i.e., the
level with the fewest eligible neighbors that can occupy
the level. The level i neighbors of peer P are chosen from
among appropriate neighbors of its level i+1 neighbors.
The peers are assumed to be in a growth-constrained met-
ric space [2], resulting in the above iterative construction
finding the closest eligible neighbors at each level. The
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closest neighbor overall is the closest neighbor in the low-
est level. Constrained gossiping [7] is similar, but adds
periodic gossip for maintenance of neighbor information.
Practical Internet Coordinates [5] and Mithos [4] are
two schemes that use network coordinates to estimate la-
tencies between any two arbitrary peers, and leverage the
coordinates to discover the closest peer. There have been
many other network coordinate schemes that have been
proposed, e.g., GNP [24], Vivaldi [23], and PCoord [25],
that can potentially be used to find the closest peer as well.
Distributed binning [26] is similar in vein, but instead of
coordinates, uses bin numbers that indicate peers’ relative
latencies to a given set of landmarks. An assumption with
these schemes is that the population of peers is embed-
dable into a space with a small enough number of dimen-
sions that the coordinate scheme is accurate and practical,
and the coordinates can be reliably used to find the closest
peer.
Tiers [27] is a hierarchical scheme to find the nearest
peer. The Tiers hierarchy consists of multiple levels: The
lowest level has all the peers in the system, with nearby
peers grouped into clusters. A single peer from each clus-
ter is chosen as the cluster’s representative. Each clus-
ter representative is part of the next (higher) level, where
again the member hosts are grouped into clusters and rep-
resentatives chosen for these clusters. This continues until
the topmost level, which has just a single cluster. When a
new peer joins the system, its search for the nearest peer
starts from the topmost cluster. The new peer measures its
latencies to each of the nodes in the cluster, and picks the
one that its closest to, and the search continues with the
cluster (in the next lower level) represented by the picked
peer. The search eventually reaches a cluster in the lowest
level, and the nearest peer in the cluster is chosen as the
nearest peer overall.
Each of the schemes outlined above fail in finding the
exact closest peer (i.e., a peer in the same end-network)
under the clustering condition. Recall that in the clustering
condition, there are a large number of peers at about the
same latency from one another. In Section 2, we explained
why Meridian would be unlikely to find the nearest peer
in such conditions. An almost identical argument can be
made in the case of Karger-Ruhl’s algorithm, for the same
conclusions. Under the clustering condition, the doubling
assumption [28] and growth-constriction assumption [2],
required by Meridian and Karger-Ruhl’s scheme respec-
tively, are violated. The coordinate-based schemes fail
here because a large number of dimensions is required to
embed all the peers in the cluster, whereas the schemes
assume a small number of dimensions.
In the case of Tapestry under the clustering condition,
a new peer’s search for its nearest peer might reach one
of the peers inside its cluster, i.e., one of the levels might
include neighbors in its cluster. But it is unlikely that it
will then proceed to find another peer in the same end-
network as the new peer. This is because all the peers
in the cluster look identical to one another, so the only
way the new peer would select the correct peer is by first
picking as its neighbor a peer that has the desired peer as
a neighbor in the appropriate level, and the likelihood of
this latter event happening is small.
Before we discuss the behavior of Tiers under the clus-
tering condition, we need to distinguish a cluster formed
by Tiers from the cluster of peers that forms the basis of
the clustering condition. We refer to the former as a Tiers-
cluster, and to the latter as a peer-cluster. Tiers forms
multiple Tiers-clusters at the lowest level from each peer-
cluster. This means that multiple peers from the same clus-
ter also occupy higher levels in Tiers. When a new peer
traverses down the hierarchy looking for its nearest peer,
it will eventually select its nearest peer in the same end-
network only if it picks the right cluster-representative at
each step of the hierarchy. Since this essentially reduces
to random choices at each step, it is unlikely to succeed in
finding the exact-closest peer in the same end-network.
In contrast to the above approaches, centralized ap-
proaches using beacon-servers are suggested by Guyton
et al [16] to find the nearest replicated server to a client
and by Beaconing [29] to find the nearest peer to a peer.
In the former, each of the beacon servers measure their la-
tencies to each of the servers, and the client that wishes to
find its nearest server. They estimate the latency between
the client and each of the servers using Hotz’s metric [30]
based on triangulation bounds. The server with the least
estimated latency is returned as the closest server. When
this approach is used to find the closest peer, the beacon-
servers now track latencies to all peers. But under the clus-
tering condition, this leads to most peers in the same clus-
ter but different end-networks having almost identical la-
tencies to all the beacon servers, since most end-networks
would not have a beacon server deployed in them. It fol-
lows that all such peers are impossible to tell apart
In Beaconing, each beacon server tracks and remembers
its latency to each peer. When a new peer P wants to find
its closest peer, each beacon returns the set of other peers
that are at about the latency to itself as P is. P then probes
the peers in the returned sets, and picks the closest among
these. Again, under the clustering condition, this leads
to the beacon servers having the same latencies to most
peers in a cluster, making them indistinguishable from one
another.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we identified the clustering condition, and
showed that it makes it expensive for latency-only based
proximity methods to find extreme-nearby (same campus
network) peers in the Internet. We performed large-scale
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measurements over the Internet to show, with reasonable
confidence, that the clustering condition does occur in real
settings, and used analytical arguments and simulations
to show that nearest-peer finding algorithms suffer under
the condition. We listed different approaches to overcome
this issue, and showed that one of them was quite promis-
ing. Overall, this paper showed that developers of latency-
sensitive P2P applications need to be mindful of this factor
when deploying their systems, and should employ addi-
tional mechanisms like those suggested in this paper when
finding extreme-nearby peers is important.
An interesting line of future work is to determine the
exact extent of occurrence of the clustering condition in
particular deployed P2P systems. Doing so would how-
ever require explicit cooperation from the individual peers.
Another supplementary piece of future work is to more ex-
tensively evaluate all the different mechanisms proposed
in the paper to handle the clustering condition.
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